90635 CONNECTOR
CIRCUIT SIZE
| Ø  | 14 |
| 16 | 20 |
| 26 | 34 |
| 40 | 50 |

CABLE DETAILS:
28 AWG, 0.27 mm pitch, 7 strands with tinned copper, grey PVC insulation with a coloured polarity stripe indicating circuit no. 1, UL 2651.

PLATING DETAILS:
15μ Gold flash plating.

NOTES:
1. SEE PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS PS-99020-0015.
2. SEE CABLE SPECIFICATION ES-99027-0006.
3. HARNESS WILL BE 100% ELECTRICALLY TESTED FOR SHORTS AND DISCONTINUITIES.

ORDERING INFORMATION
92321-****
CIRCUIT SIZE
LENGTH L IN CENTIMETRES
LENGTHS AVAILABLE FROM 5 CM TO 50 CM, IN STEPS OF 5.
Ø 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 & 50CM
e.g. 92321-14/10 = 14 CIRCUIT
WITH LENGTH L OF 10 CM.